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What is a map?

What is a map?
3-D positions of planets, stars, galaxies
3-D velocities
6 dimensions
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Fitting the Universe
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Initial conditions:
Marginalize over all possible density + velocity fields
Observables:
6D information per object: x, y, z,
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Dark Energy is most of the mass-energy
of the universe
Discovery in 1998, Nobel Prize in 2011
Explains why the universe is accelerating rather
than decelerating today

Image sky

Select targets

SDSS -> BOSS on the
Sloan Foundation Telescope, New Mexico
7 sq deg FOV

Design plug-plates

Plug fibers

Observe!

Spectra + redshifts

Make 3-D maps

Cosmology
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Image sky

Select targets

Design plug-plates

Example:
Galaxy at z=0.6489

Plug fibers

Observe!

Spectra + redshifts

Make 3-D maps

Cosmology

Example:
QSO at z=2.873
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Image sky

Lyman Alpha Forest

Select targets

Design plug-plates

Plug fibers

Observe!

Courtesy: Ned Wright (UCLA)
Spectra + redshifts

Make 3-D maps

Cosmology
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Image sky

Acous&c scale (BAO) measured at z=0.3, 0.55, 2.3
Select targets

Design plug-plates

CMB (WMAP satellite)
Plug fibers

BAO ruler

Galaxy map (BOSS)

Observe!

Spectra + redshifts

Make 3-D maps
BOSS

Cosmology

BOSS BAO at z=0.57
Anderson et al (2012)
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#1: The scale of the Universe
Scale of universe measured to 1% precision at a few distances
Universe was decelerating 11 billion years ago
Universe is accelerating for last 6 billion years

BOSS
1% precision

DESI Goals + Technologies
1 meter diameter corrector
5000 fiber-robot army
200,000 meters fiber optics
10 spectrographs x 3 cameras

BOSS has only mapped <1% of the
observable Universe

DESI will map this

Edge of the observable Universe
at 13.7 billion light years
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Targets
DESI will rely on 4 sets of targets:
•
•
•
•

Luminous Red Galaxies (0.4<z<1.0)
Emission Line Galaxies (0.6<z<1.6)
Quasars (1<z<3.5), both as tracers and Lyman α sightlines.
Bright Galaxies (0<z<0.4)

Quasars at z>2.1 will be exposed repeatedly to build signal on the
Lyα forest.
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DESI Goals
35 million galaxy + QSO redshiN survey

0.7 million Ly-A QSOs
+1.7 million QSOs

DESI
17 million ELGs

4 million LRGs
10 million BGS galaxies
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DESI conducted a new imaging survey for targets.
legacysurvey.org/viewer

D. Schlegel, DESI@FNAL 27 May 2015
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Why do we need simulations?

Two point correla&on func&ons are a way to measure cosmology: what is the power
spectrum of distances between every galaxy and every other galaxy as a func&on of
&me (redshiN)? It requires a deep understanding of galaxy selec&on, completeness and
the systema&cs of each.
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ExaSky
• Tri-Lab team: Argonne, Berkeley, Los Alamos, project PI:
Salman Habib
•

•
•

•

Large-scale
cosmological
Challenge:
simulations play an
• Science – going beyond the standard model with
essential role by
cosmological surveys (dark energy, dark matter,
functioning in two basic
inflation, neutrino sector)
modes:
(i)
provide the direct
• Computation – factor of 100 increase in dynamic
theoretical predictions
range, order of magnitude improvement in modeling
for cosmological
accuracy
observables enabling an
Relevant experiments: CMB-S3/4, eBOSS, DESI, LSST,
understanding of the
also non-DoE: Euclid, WFIRST, SPHEREx
physical model of the
universe
Cosmological probes: BAO, Lyman alpha forest,
(ii) produce "mock skies",
clusters, RSD, large-scale structure – CMB cross
necessary to understand
correlations, weak/strong lensing…
and control systematics
Computational capabilities: HACC (Argonne), Nyx (LBL),
in surveys.
analysis/compression (LANL)

• Broader impact: Beams, plasma physics, grid-based CFD,
AMR, data-intensive computing
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Simulations are Expensive
Nyx simula&ons
involve a lot of physics
beyond gravity (gas
physics, radia&on
transport, etc.) and
are large - spanning a
few hundred Mpc with
typical runs on Cori of
8000^3 cells. They use
tens of millions of cpu
hours.

HACC simula&ons are larger (a few Gpc across), have more par&cles and
span a wider range in resolu&on. The ‘Q-con&nuum’ HACC sim took ~2
weeks to run using 90% of Titan - this was 5 years ago!
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Physics…
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And we need lots of them…
• DESI has several targets: QSO, Lyman Alpha Forest,
LRG, ELG, BGS (hence the need for HACC and Nyx)
• There are many cosmological parameters: Dark
Energy, Dark Matter, neutrino masses and #, Hubble
constant, sigma_8,…
• Need 1% measurements at several redshifts:
Systematics dominate, and yet there is only one sky to
observe.
If you don’t use some tricks, you could easily see yourself
facing the task of making thousands of simulations per set
of cosmological parameters!
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Deep Learning to the Rescue?
Goodfellow et al.
https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2661
https://arxiv.org/abs/1701.00160

• Jointly optimize Discriminator (D) and
Generator (G) NNs
!G architecture like decoder in ConvAE
!Loss for G/D in opposition
• On ‘natural images’ GANs can be
unstable, our problems have advantages:
!underlying physics structure
!existing, labeled simulation samples
!metrics to evaluate
• Build on industry research – e.g.
convolutional DCGAN

DCGAN: (Radford et. al. ICLR
2016)https://arxiv.org/abs/1511.06434
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CosmoGAN

•

Calculate power spectrum for generated images and validation sample

•

Excellent agreement (K-S p_value > 0.995 for 246/248 moments)

•

GAN not explicitly trained to reproduce these distributions

•

Also higher-order Minkowski functionals are reproduced
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CosmoGAN
• GANs can reproduce cosmological model convergence maps:
! Including power spectrum and non-Gaussian structures
! With high-accuracy
! And fast: produce > 50k cosmo maps/min on single GPU
• But need to improve stability and accuracy to really exploit
• Ultimately seek to reliably interpolate in parameters for fast
emulator
• And we compressed things to 2-D
Mustafa et al. (2017)
see: https://github.com/MustafaMustafa/cosmoGAN
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ExaLearn
GANs for cosmology
● Building on success of CosmoGAN “1.0” (weak lensing convergence maps), use the
widely-used DCGAN network architecture
○

Simple CNN setup works well for scaling up network size
and parallelizing the model for large inputs
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Looking beyond the good press…
GANs for cosmology: pitfalls & challenges
● GANs can achieve high sample quality but are notoriously brittle
○
○

As G gets closer to the real data manifold, gradients from D are unbounded
Loss functions do not strongly correlate with sample quality, mode collapse is common

Real samples

Partial mode collapse

Complete mode collapse
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Making things Stable
GAN regularizers to improve stability
Mitigate instability by adding regularization terms to the objective functions
From “non-science DL” literature (dataset agnostic):
○

Gradient penalties (“R1 regularization”)
■

○

DL theory: R1 stabilizes training dynamics close to Nash equilibrium

Feature matching
■

Penalize generator to match the statistics of the intermediate feature maps in the discriminator
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Adding Physics to the GANs
Physically-motivated constraints
● Additional loss term(s) to push generator towards generating samples with
a realistic power spectrum P(k), one of the target statistics
○

Define
such that the mean and variance of
P(k), per k bin, matches expected distribution

○

Backprop through power spectrum computation
(2D FFTs + binning over |k|) so generator gets
useful gradients
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Improvements are obvious
Results: P(k) in the loss function
● Applying power-spectrum constraint
○

greatly improves sample quality

Throughout training, the constrained run (orange) significantly
outperforms baseline (blue) in quality-of-fit metrics for P(k)
and the mass histogram (below, lower is better)

Code - Harrington et al. (2019):
haps://github.com/pzharrington/ExaGAN
haps://github.com/pzharrington/ExaGANv2

Data Available from:
haps://petreldata.net/exalearn
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Current 2-D State-of-the-Art
Results: ML regularizers + P(k) constraint
● With constraints in place, generated samples tightly match target distributions
for summary statistics (mass density histogram, power spectrum)

● Now, onto scaling up these techniques for larger sample sizes, in 3D, etc

LBANN to the rescue!
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CosmoFlow
Regression on the 3-D simula3ons to ask the ques3on: Given a sim, what
are the cosmological parameters which generated it?
Not running HACC or Nyx yet for this, using a simple n-body code called
pyCola to generate comparable data.
hHps://github.com/NERSC/cosmoﬂow-sims
10,000 simula3ons for 4 cosmological parameters at 4 redshiPs. The
laHer is handled, right now, as a set of layers in the CNN like “color”.
The code can be found here:
hHps://bitbucket.org/balewski/cosmoﬂow/src/master
TensorFlow + Horovod & LBANN implementa3ons
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CosmoFlow, or, How we check our results
Multi-scale sampling of 05_4par_E dataset
(512,512,512,4)
512^3 cube

Combine 3 scales: 128^3 + 256^3 + 512^3 as: (128,128,128,12) dtype=uint16
20x data size reduction from 512^3 cube * 4 redshift 9.8T→ 469G

Random
3D offset
128^3

4 redshifts

Re-bin to
256^3 cube

128^3

Re-bin to
128^3 cube

4 redshifts

4 redshifts

This is our “cheat” to get the data to all ﬁt on a single GPU
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LBANN v. TF+Horovod

Input width

# of training
samples

512

8010

512

64

70.27

128

480

60

64

202

# of GPUs

Global**
batch size

1 epoch
duration [s]

Total job
runtime [s]

Test MSE
(Omega_m)

Test MSE
(sigma_8)

Test MSE
(n_s)

Test MSE
(h_0)

Test MSE
(Total)

12600

0.0021

0.0031

0.0039

0.0102

0.0048

3840

0.012

0.02

0.019

0.032

0.0477

Model Parallelism really helps,
there is informa;on at all scales!
Also, this has everything we want to move
towards an LBANN implementa;on of ExaGAN
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VAE for simple to full-physics models to observations
(a)

(b)

(c)
Visualiza3on of the pipeline output. A 3D dark maHer distribu3on (of which a 2D
slice is shown in panel (a)) is the principal input to the workﬂow, which tries to
produce the corresponding Ly-alpha ﬂux ﬁeld FR (b). The predic3on FG is shown
in panel (c). Generally, structures at both large and small scales, as well as the
distor3ons that warp them in redshiP space, are captured well.
Nyx with only gravity and par3cle and Nyx with full hydro and gas physics.
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VAE

Schema3c diagram of the full inference pipeline. The ﬂux mapping
network M takes the dark maHer density ﬁeld as input and produces a
real-space Ly-alpha ﬂux ﬁeld, which is then concatenated with the
baryon z-velocity ﬁeld and fed into the warping network W to produce
the redshiP-space Ly-alpha ﬂux. M is a V-Net and uses 3D convolu3ons,
while W is a U-Net, using 2D convolu3ons.
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Results are very promising

Sta3s3cal comparisons between the valida3on set and the pipeline output. LeP, we
show the ﬂux PDF Pr(F) , for the generated ﬂux ﬁelds FG and the ground truth from the
valida3on set FR, as well as the rela3ve error Pr(FG)=Pr(FR). Right, we show the 1D
power spectrum P(k) of the two ﬁelds FG and FR, along with the rela3ve error
PG(k)=PR(k). To demonstrate the improvement that the new method brings, ra3o
panels show the most standard physics-based method (FGPA), as well as the latest and
much more complex model (IMS).
Producing High-fidelity Flux Fields From N-body Simulations Using Physically
Motivated Neural Networks: Harrington et al. (2020)
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Next Steps
• Finish up the cosmology work with LBANN
and CosmoGAN and understand the
systema3cs with DL approaches to producing
surrogates for cosmology simula3ons.
• Move the VAE to LBANN.
• Move towards other ﬁelds like combus3on,…
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